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ABSTRACT 

Long Te1m Evolution (LTE) marketed as fourth generation is a standard for 

wireless communication of high speed data for mobile phones and data terminals. LTE is 

based on the GSM/EDGE and UMTS/HSP A network technologies to increase the 

capacity and speed using a different radio interface together with the core network 

improvements [6). The recent increase of mobile data usage and advent of new 

applications have greatly motivated the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) to 

work on the L TE. Relay is one of the features being proposed for the 4G LTE system. 

The aim of L TE relaying is to enhance both coverage and capacity. As cell edge 

performance is becoming more critical, with some of the technologies being pushed 

towards their limits, it is necessary to look at solutions that will enhance performance at 

the cell edge for a comparatively low cost. One solution that is being investigated and 

proposed is that of the use of LTE relays. The purpose of this project is to analyze 

performance of load balancing scheme in LTE network planning using relays in order to 

improve the traffic of the system. In addition, enhanced signal quality LTE relay is not 

experiencing signal degradation but reduced to noise ratio when using a repeater. 

However, low-power transmitter that can cause the coverage area of relay nodes will be 

small. Therefore, the performance of relay movement may be limited by the load 

imbalance. In this study, we present a practical solution to this problem with ENB 

transmits power to the implementation of the relay node placement that has been 

enhanced with load balancing between macro cells and relay cells. Comprehensive 

system level simulations confirm that the proposed solution by using the relay can 

improve the traffic of the system that has been calculated in the RSS macro, RSS relay, 

dropcall and handover. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 BACKGROUND OF STUDY 

In .this modem technology, the capacity demands in telecommunications networks are 

increasing tremendously. People nowadays used this network not only for voice call 

services such as web surfing, video streaming and downloading by using their cell 

phones. All of these services require large amount of data to the network. With the 

existing of new technology, user's expectations will be high too. 

Long Term Evolution(LTE) is the latest technology which is moving forward 

from the cellular 3G services. The standard of LTE is developed by the 3GPP.LTE is a 

radio access which is known as Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E

UTRAN).It is a complete new technology. 

Macrocell is a cell that provides the radio coverages for mobile phone which is 

erved. by high power cellular base station. Coverage that is provided by macro cell is much 

larger than microcell. Macrocell provide radio coverage over different distance depend on 

the frequency capacity and cluster. The term macrocell is to describe the widest range of 

the cell sizes. Macrocell can be found in rural areas or along highway. With the different 

characteristics between relay and macrocell, interference and unnecessary handover might 

occur. In order to have smooth mobility between relay and macrocell, appropriate 

handover procedure is needed. 




